Description of the Basic Algorithm Blocks and Structures Representation in Courses of Algorithm Development
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Abstract: This paper describes the possible ways to explain and represent basic blocks and more complicated structures of algorithms in courses of algorithm development. The introduction includes a brief concept of basic structures used in the flowchart for the expression of several parts of the algorithms. Next parts are dedicated to problematic structures description, and design possibilities in the LEGO® MINDSTORMS® and Scratch environments. Last part concludes the information above and introduces possible ways for the future work.
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1 Introduction

There are many things in the world, which people want to express. If the things are static, the expression is simple. But, most of those change their state in the time. Some rules or patterns can make the changes and people want to express them in the well-arranged and understandable form.

The ability to represent the processes and actions in such form and the ability to understand them is the aim of the education in algorithms and algorithm development. Until recently, the education in this branch was the task of high schools. Nowadays, some courses of algorithm development are stable parts of education in technically focused secondary schools [9, 10]. Sometimes, the algorithms are included in the mathematics or other suitable courses or subject of education at elementary schools. An expedient form of expression needs to be used in this case. Conceptual thinking of the children and adolescents is not sufficiently developed for the abstract modeling in their age [8, 9]. The expression of the processes and their progress in the form of schemes and figures can be hardly understandable for the beginners. An abundance of particular shapes can be confusing.

The appropriate number of common shapes and figures can lead to simplification of the learning process. There is none strictly defined standard of the shapes used to express the algorithms via flowchart, but the common blocks for process and decision are used in general as well as some other basic blocks (see Fig.1). The simple process block can replace the blocks used for subprocess and input/output in the beginning. The set of shapes is then reduced to processes and decisions extended by the entry- and exit-points simply expressed using terminator blocks [4].

Fig.1 – Basic blocks of flowchart

The transcription of the algorithm expressed by flowchart to the source code of some programming language can lead in necessity to rearrange the blocks by features of given language. The languages have some differences of the capabilities to code the structures (i.e. common cycles) as well as the author of the flowchart means. But in the end, the source code will be compiled and executed or interpreted as the linear sequence of instructions, interrupted by a
jump command sometime. The basic flowchart structures commonly used in the courses of algorithms are simple. They describe the general types of algorithm flows. This way the learning follows at high schools as well as in elementary and secondary education.

1.1 Process and Sequence
One or more rectangular blocks connected by oriented arrows (see Fig.2) express general process or a sequence of steps.

![Fig.2 – Process and sequence of processes](image)

There are no problems to understand this form of flow expression by students.

1.2 Decision
The full form of decision block (see Fig.3) describes the conditional execution of the one of two processes.

![Fig.3 – Decision in the full form](image)

In this case, the decision depends on the result of given condition. If the result of the condition is “No”, the “Process 1” will be executed, and vice versa.

If one of the branches is empty (it means one of the processes does nothing), the reduced form of decision construction shall be used (see Fig.4).

![Fig.4 – Decision in the reduced form](image)

1.3 Cycles
Two basic types of cycle structure frequently describe repeating execution of the process. With the input decision, the process execution is repeated by the cycle, when the condition of the input decision block remains in the given logical state, i.e. “No” (see Fig.5).

![Fig.5 – Cycle with input decision](image)

This construction ensures the process will be executed once or more times. If the structure with output decision is used, it can lead to option the process will be executed never (see Fig.6).

![Fig.6 – Cycle with output decision](image)
1.4 More Complicated Structures
Some programming languages used to compile or interpret algorithms contain ability to use more complicated structures (i.e. some multiple-choice decisions, cycles for iteration through array or set). These structures can be expressed in flowchart using the combination of the basic structures, but the visual form loses its transparency primarily for beginners.

2 Problematic Structures
The expression of more complicated structures using the basic blocks can be difficult to understand for the beginners. The common approach to keep the flowchart well formed is to take a care of observing the use of recommended structures. It means, the students have to use the basic structures and adapt their own creativity to the limited options of the used development environment. Therefore, students fall in feel the algorithm development is difficult and hardly understandable.

2.1 Multiple-Choice Decision
The conditional execution of the processes in more branches can be simply expressed by concept of multiple-choice decision (see Fig.3). The processes are located in separate branches of the flowchart, and each one branch is tagged by the value of the result of the condition in the decision block.

But, such form of flowchart is not well formed by the rules described in the introduction and generally observed. The recommended expression of such type of decision requires the use of simple two-way decision blocks in cascade or other type of their arrangement (see Fig.8a and 8b) [4]. This type of rearrangement of the primary concept meets the common flowchart rules requirement, but the core of the primary concept is not evident at the first look. There is the collision between the common rules and ability to express the primary concept. It leads to problem for tutor to explain these fossilized rules well.
2.2 Complicated Cycle
The two basic types of cycle are recommended to use in flowchart. The difference is in the order of decision and process block in the cycle. But, in the reality, the cycles consist of more processes and decisions in general order (see Fig.9a and 9b).

Fig.9a – Cycle with decision in the middle

Fig.9b – Cycle with two output decisions

If the more complicated cycle structures need to be coded with programming languages, the difficult fixes have to be made as the overwork. Such constructions are hardly understandable for the students and lead the thinking away from primarily solving algorithm [5, 6].

2.3 Common Structures
The last type of structure can be common complex of processes and decisions connected using cyclic paths. Such structure can have more exit-points and even more entry-point. It is practically impossible to express such algorithms by any flowchart restricted by the well-form rules. But this type of processing loop occurs very frequently in the reality.

The rules of the well-formed flowchart structure make the algorithm development very hard in the eyes of students. It means, they feel it as a limited usability of flowcharts, or even as the limits of the algorithm development capabilities. This issue logically leads to the question, whether or not to use the flowchart to express the algorithms [6].

3 Solutions in Education Process
The algorithm development courses are provided by schools of many types. There are some technically focused schools, where these courses serve as the background for related courses of programming and application development [8].

Other schools use the development of algorithm for to obtain the basic skill of problem identification and solution using graphical means of expression. The flowchart is then only the one of more types of diagram used to express some method or process in the time.

3.1 Using LEGO®
The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT-G is used at some schools to combine the algorithm development with robotics. It leads to higher interest of students in algorithms, programming and robotics in the form of play [1, 11].

The visual environment expresses the algorithms where the user drags and drops simple blocks on the sequence beam (see Fig.10) [1].

Fig.10 – Sequence beam with blocks [1]

All the algorithmic structures are designed to be user-friendly and easy to understand. The environment provides visual representation of all the electronic part of the LEGO® set.
The SWITCH block splitting the one sequence beam in two branches (see Fig.11) expresses the decision feature.

Fig.11 – SWITCH block for a decision [1]

The more than two branches are possible to design by the SWITCH block in the form of tabbed view. The visualization of multiple-choice decision is easy realizable and don’t make any problem to understand by students [7, 8].

The LOOP block dropped at the sequence beam sets cycles (see Fig.12). The process in the cycle represented by the nested block is repeated continuously, and the end of the repeating can be realized only by some break condition. The loop is repeated forever in default setting, but more options can be used to break it.

Fig.12 – Empty LOOP block [1]

The using of this cycle is easy to understand, and the guide provided with the LEGO set describes it wells:

“What is a loop? In real life, a loop could be a road or a piece of string—no matter how large it is, if you follow its path, you’ll eventually come back to your starting position. A programming loop is very similar. It just circles back on itself, either forever or until you program an escape from the loop [1].”

The LOOP block can contain one or more blocks as the process blocks of the cycle structure (see Fig.13).

Fig.13 – A MOVE block inside a LOOP [1]

There are more options how to control the cycle by the setting of the LOOP block. The data from the sensors or additional information obtained from hardware of the LEGO set can be used to control the cycle flow.

More complicated tasks can be realized by two or more nested LOOP blocks. The control over such construction is as simple as over the one LOOP block. The guide explains it by the simple example (see Fig.14 and 15):

“This is called a nested loop, which just means a loop inside a loop. When the program runs, any blocks inside the outer LOOP block will run. First, the inner LOOP block will run three times (executing the MOVE and SOUND blocks inside it) and then break. Then the Light sensor will send a True/False Logic response to the outer LOOP block’s data plug. If the Light sensor does not detect a light level greater than 90, the outer LOOP block will not break and will run whatever is inside it again [1].”
The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT-G provides not only the basics of the algorithm development, but the complex environment useful to set the good relation of students to the algorithms and programming [1, 7].

### 3.2 Using Scratch

Some schools use Scratch environment [3] to learn the basics of programming and algorithm development. The set of control structures is limited.

The reduced decision block relates to the standard block of flowchart (see Fig.16).

![Fig.14 – More blocks inside nested LOOP blocks with output decision [1]](image1)

![Fig.15 – More nested LOOP blocks with several output decisions [1]](image2)

![Fig.16 – Reduced decision block](image3)
The full decision block relates to the standard block of flowchart too (see Fig.17). Multiple-choice decisions are not allowed by the basic structure; therefore, they have to be realized by cascade of nested decision blocks.

There are next two repeat blocks. First one uses the given count of loops declared by variable or simple value in the beginning of the block (see Fig.20). Such cycle is repeated as many times as the given value sets before the loop starts.

The palette of the cycle blocks is not rich. First pair of structures comes with forever repeating of the inner blocks. The unconditional one (see Fig. 18) repeats the cycle body without input decision: The second one repeats it by the input decision (see Fig.19).

The Scratch provides good environment for visualization of the basics of algorithm development as well as for the more complicated event driven algorithms. Nowadays, this programming tool is used at the elementary schools as well as at secondary and high schools [3].

3.3 Informal Flowcharts
The strict rules for flowchart disables the common use in the basic algorithm education. Therefore, many people start to use informal ways to express the algorithm [5, 6]. An example of such form of multiple-choice decision shows the Fig.22.
The decision block is realized by circle with pies for the given options from 1 to 3 connected to appropriate processes by the arrows.

Some schemes used for the complex system description come with the common cycles containing more processes and decisions.

These common loops can use more exit points set by the decision blocks, and more entry points marked by the input arrows and labels (see Fig. 23).
It is possible to use such type of algorithm for expression of general flow. Therefore, the informal flow schemes provide free hand and sufficient freedom to make a process or system description clear and understandable.

This type of charts can be used for description of examples as well as more complicated processes. The internal flow of the instruction processing i.e. in electronic components or chips can be expressed very well by this type of informal scheme (see Fig.24).

3.4 Programming Language Limitations
The last step in the algorithm development process is to translate the flowchart or other used scheme to the programming language. The problems based on the features of the programming languages occur very often. The translation then requires specific skills to remake the code in the case when the programming language not contains appropriate statements for the given flowchart structures.

The explanation and clarification of such issue is the task for tutor. In example, the standardized Pascal programming language doesn’t contain the statement for the cycle with the output decision in the middle of the repeated process (see Fig.25a to 25c), and the developer has to shift the decision at begin or end of the cycle’s body. It is taken as the inconvenience by the students and leads to negative feels.

The only way is then the using of the flowchart rules related to the given programming language and to accept its limitations [6].

4 Conclusion and Future Work
The algorithm development and the application programming course tutors use many tools to describe and explain the basic and advanced solutions of the given tasks.

There are many different types of algorithm description and expression. The students can be disappointed before they accept the basic knowledge of the structured algorithm development and application programming. In general, the basic courses can be lead by the rules of the standard flowchart, but they cannot be used for the more complicated problems solving. In such case, the expression dependent on the final programming language has to be used.

The complex analysis of the common features of the programming languages and design tools will be the future work. It will be used to design a complex common set of structure descriptions, which would take the role of general description language for algorithm development design, able to be easy translated to most programming languages.
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